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about the
photographer
Mark A. Campbell

Master of Photography
Photographic Craftsman

Certified Professional Photographer
Approved Photographic Instructor

Mark Campbell has owned and operated Prestige Photography since 1989. Mark is a 
Certified Professsional Photographer with specialties in High School Seniors, Portraiture, 
and Weddings. He has earned the degree of Master of Photography and Craftsman 
Photographer from the Professional Photographers of America(PPA). Mark is also a PPA 
Approved Photographic Instructor.

Mark is a past president of the Professional Photographers of West Virginia and the 
Triangle Photographers Association. He has represented West Virginia on PPA’s National 
Council, and was the chairman of the PPA Bylaws, Rules and Ethics Committee for several 
years before being elected to the Board of Directors in January, 2018.
 
Mark regularly enters his portraits in state, regional and national competitions. His images 
of high school seniors have been awarded numerous first place trophies in state, regional 
and national competitions. Mark has won several Kodak Gallery and Fuji Masterpiece 
Awards, and  his image “Fishermans Wharf” was selected for the PPA’s prestigious Loan 
Collection Book, and was featured on the cover—an honor given to just one image out 
of approximately 5000 entries. Since then he has had 3 additional images selected for the 
Loan Collection and was named the 2015 WV Artist of the Year.

In addition to Mark’s skill as a photographer, he is in high demand in the photographic 
industry as a speaker and instructor, sharing his knowledge and talent with other 
photographers all over the country. His first book, “Inspire Yourself”  was released in early 
2017 and contains work from his more creative efforts such as his unique underwater 
series “Beneath the Surface.”

Mark has an easy-going personality which makes everyone feel comfortable working 
with him. He truly loves his work, and it shows in the portraits he creates. He is blessed 
with a unique talent for creating awesome images which will be treasured for a lifetime!
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what you need to know about senior portraits...

If you are looking for awesome and 
unique Senior Portraits, Prestige Photography 
is the place to choose! In fact, nowhere else 
will you get the variety and options than 
you’ll find at Prestige!

it all starts with fun!
Our photographer, Mark, is an expert 

at making you look and feel your very best. 
He combines professional expertise with his 
people-friendly personality to make your 
portrait experience relaxing and fun!

be an individual!
At Prestige, we emphasize the 

individuality of every senior we photograph. 
Our portrait sessions are  designed especially 
for you. You can choose exactly what you 
want, and we will create portraits that are as 
unique as you are.

priced to fit any budget!
You can choose from a wide variety 

of      any size and quantity you need from 
our flexible a-la-carte list. There are no pose 
restrictions, minimums or maximums—so 
you can have exactly the portraits you want, 
with a price to fit your budget!

One more reason
to choose Prestige

for your Senior Portraits

Your family will receive a FREE 
Family Portrait Session, good all the 
way the summer following your 
school year! This session can be 
outdoors, in the studio, or at your 
home. It’s our way of thanking 
you and your family for choosing 
Prestige!



senior portrait sessions

head shots........$35
• 1 outfit — Approx. 20 minutes
• 4 - 6 images to choose from
• Perfect for yearbook requirements
• Head & Shoulders poses on traditional background

studio essentials ...... $79
• Up to 3 outfits — Approx. 1 Hour
• 15 - 20 images to choose from
• A series of traditional and contemporary poses on a variety of 
indoor backgrounds. Bring your pet, hobbies, sports gear, or even 
your friends to help personalize your portraits. Or, let us use our 
unique props & backgrounds to showcase YOU!

outdoor experience ..... $79
• Up to 2 outfits — Approx. 1 Hour
• 15 - 20 images to choose from
• Creative portraits taken on location at the best time of day—when 
the light is just perfect! Choose from the versatile Wheeling Waterfront 
area, beautiful Oglebay Park or any other nearby location that you like.

senior extreme ...$149
Minimum Order of $300 required
• Up to 5 outfits — Approx. 2.5 Hours
• 40 - 50 images to choose from
• Our most popular, the Extreme combines Studio Essentials and the 
Outdoor Experience into one of the most complete Portrait Sessions 
available anywhere. This session is fun and exciting, and includes 
some very creative and unique poses and locations.

The Session Fee is the amount charged for the creation of your Senior Portraits. All Senior 
Portrait Sessions must be paid in advance when the appointment is made. You may reserve 
your time with Visa or MasterCard, or you may drop a check or cash by the studio within 
24 hours of scheduling the appointment.

senior portrait sessions

beneath the surface ....... $99
Unique underwater experience - Minimum Order of $300 required
• Up to 2 outfits — Approx. 2.5 Hours
• 5 - 10 images to choose from
• TOTALLY unique - each session produces images as different from one 
another as snowflakes!
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Underwater and destination sessions
Prestige Photography now offers both underwater portrait sessions and 
destination sessions ANYWHERE you’d like to go! And you may be VERY surprised 
at how affordable it is to schedule a 3 day destination portrait session. Many times 
the cost is barely more than what you would have normally invested anyway! 

Images shown here were all done in the Las Vegas area.
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you’ve got questions?

how do we choose a professional photographer?
Don’t trust your portraits to anyone but a Professional Photographer. Mark is a Master 
Photographer, and is Certified by the Professional Photographers of America in Senior 
Photography. He has also earned the degree of Craftsman Photographer. Certified Professional 
Photographers have passed a comprehensive examination measuring their technical expertise 
and submitted photographs to a National Juding Panel for review.

do we have to go to the school yearbook photographer?
Absolutely not! Schools sometimes hire a contract photographer to cover school events, sports 
& yearbook. They may even require you to use the “official photo” for the yearook. But this does 
not mean that you have to buy them. You are free to go to the photographer YOU want for 
your Senior Portraits. And many schools will now accept a photo from your photographer too. 
Prestige will provide you a photo to put in the yearbook at no charge with any portrait purchase.

when should we schedule the portrait session?
Most (but not all) Senior Portraits are taken in the summer before Senior Year, or just after 
school starts. This ensures that your school’s yearbook deadline is met, and that you get the 
prime time slots, before we get too busy! This is especially important if you want to have 
portraits taken outdoors while the weather is great! We usually offer session specials in June 
and July, But after that, our time is at a premium!

which session is right for me?
Our sessions are customized to meet your every need. We offer indoor, outdoor and a 
combination of the two. There’s a session just for yearbook, too! You can bring props, pets or 
your best friend to be in a portrait with you! And there is a lot of flexibility with outfits, too.

what should I wear?
The best outfits are the simplest ones. We know you want to wear your favorites, but keep in 
mind that the focus of the portraits is YOU, so stay away from busy patterns, plaids, stripes that 
take attention away from you. Solid colors are best!
You may want to go for a range of styles, from casual to dressy, to give you the most variety. 
Just be sure the fit is flattering to you. Oversized clothing and skin tight outfits do not show you 
to your best advantage. Choose colors that compliment your skin tones. Pay careful attention to 
your undergarments, to avoid straps showing and unsightly lines. 
Don’t forget about your shoes and socks. Make sure that they also compliment the outfit.
Be sure your outfits are pressed and wrinkle free.
Don’t overdo the sun or the tanning beds. Too much sun can make your skin look unnatural.
A healthy bit of color is all you need.
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we’ve got answers!

when can we see the portraits?
Before you leave from your session, we will schedule a View & Choose appointment to come 
back and see your portraits. We will show you the images on our big screen. There is no charge 
for this appointment, and everyone who will be involved in the decision making should be 
present. You will be placing your portrait order at this appointment. Due to our busy schedule, 
we can only offer one View & Choose appointment per senior. There will be a fee to reschedule. 
To best facilitate the previewing and ordering process, we ask that you leave small children at 
home and that cell phones are turned off during the appointment.

The presentation is fun and exciting, with your portraits presented on our big screen so you 
can best judge your expressions. Out trained staff will  help you with your decisions about sizes 
and frames.

what about frames?
The wall portrait in any package is framed with your choice from our Senior Portrait Frame 
Collection. You may upgrade the frame for an additional fee. Prestige also offers 20% off any 
additional frame purchases. Portraits framed by Prestige carry a lifetime guarantee.

what is your payment policy?
Prestige accepts major credit cards, personal checks and cash as method of payment. All Senior 
Portrait Sessions are paid in advance. You must make this payment on the phone with a credit 
card, or drop a check within 48 hours to reserve the appointment.

At least 50% of the total portrait order will be due at the View & Choose appointment, with 
the remaining balance due when the portraits are ready for delivery. We also offer optional 
payment plans. Orders not picked up within 14 days are subject to a 1.5% service fee. All Portrait 
Purchases are subject to WV sales tax. No part of any order, including DVD Video Presentations 
and yearbook photos, will be delivered until the balance is paid in full or a signed payment plan 
has been accepted.

how much do senior portraits cost?
Whether you need a few or a lot of portraits, you will be pleased with our prices. We offer 
several packages to meet every need and budget. Our packages are designed to save you money 
over the A La Carte Price list. you may purchase a specially priced package, or you may choose 
just the sizes and quantities you need from the A La Carte List. Wallets may be added in any 
quantity. Some will spend hundreds, while other will spend thousands. The choice is yours!
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senior portrait packages

the ultimate blow-out ................$2,049

1-small framed wall portrait
12 gift portraits (8x10 or smaller)

2 - 8 pose rockstar folios or filmstrips
10 grad announcements/invitations

senior portrait book
dvd slide show

friends & family ...........................$1,499

1-small framed wall portrait
12 gift portraits (8x10 or smaller)
8 pose rockstar folio or filmstrip

10 grad announcements/invitations
dvd slide show

the graduate ................................. $1,169

1-small framed wall portrait
8 gift portraits (8x10 or smaller)
8 pose rockstar folio or filmstrip

honor roll..........................................$930

1-small framed wall portrait
4 gift portraits (8x10 or smaller)
8 pose rockstar folio or filmstrip

• Upgrade a package to a medium wall portrait for only $175
or a large wall portrait for only $450!

 

Check out these freebies!
At Prestige we never charge extra for the following:

• Unlimited poses within any package!
 • No charge for retouching - EVER!
(If it’s possible, we’ll do it for free!)

• Any images in B&W, Sepia or tones - no extra charge!
• Personalize your wallets with your name & year!

*save 18% off
a la carte price

*save 15% off

a la carte price

*save 12% off

a la carte price

*save 8% off

a la carte price
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a la carte
Instead of or in addition to a package

When adding TO a package, prices are discounted by the amount listed in the package!
Example: add 48 wallets to the Friends & Family package and take 15% off the price listed below!

Large Wall Portrait (24x30) ..........................................$999
Medium Wall Portrait (20x24).....................................$599
Small Wall Portrait (16x20 or 11x14)  .......................$399
8x10 & smaller ................................................................... $79
8 wallets (one pose) ......................................................... $69
16 wallets (one pose) ...................................................... $99
24 wallets (one pose) ....................................................$125
48 wallets (one pose) ....................................................$175
96 wallets (one pose) ....................................................$225

extras
package discounts apply if added to a package

rockstar folio collection.....$295
An awesome way to display many of your favorite poses from your senior portrait session.

The rockstar folio is an assortment of eight images, custom designed and presented in a leather case.

personalized filmstrip.....$295
Choose up to eight of your favorite poses and we’ll customize a filmstrip

with your name, school and year and frame it in a contemporary 5x30 black frame!

senior portrait book.....$425
(with minimum $300 portrait order only)

A printed, hard cover book with 30 images from your Senior Portrait Session!
A one-of-a-kind album of your Senior Year!

 

dvd slide show.....$99
(with minimum $300 portrait order only)

DVD Slide Show with all the images from your Senior Portrait Session.
Custom Designed DVD Cover and label!

graduation announcements & invitations 
ask about pricing

a la carte and add ons
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